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An Interview with Master Class Presenter Jazz Pampling

In addition to a half hour live stage demonstration, Jazz Pampling will be sharing her expert
knowledge and techniques in a 2 hour exclusive Master Class at NZ Beauty Expo on the 4th
& 5th of July 2015 at the ASB Showgrounds in Auckland. We spoke to the brow master
about her career, her profession and what knowledge she intends for attendees of
her Master Class to walk away with:

What is a day in the life of Jazz Pampling like?
Brows brows brows, I'm very lucky that I love my work. When I am not with clients I am
looking at new brow techniques and what is happening in the industry. Usually over several
cups of tea.

How did your career begin in the world of beauty?
I started out as a makeup artist. Every time I would do a makeup session for someone, I
could never quite finish the brow. It wasn't until I met Rae Morris and she really showed me
how important the brow was, that I started learning about the brow.

Do you feel you have achieved all of your goals as a successful brow artist?
I am constantly adding goals and ideas to my work life. I get really excited by my industry. I
usually achieve one goal and I am already looking at a new goal, and completely forget that I
reached a milestone. Oprah has a great quote (don't you just love Oprah), Don't forget to
enjoy the view on your way up the mountain. I think sometimes we forget to enjoy the
process of achieving our goals.

What is the most common mistake people make with brows?
When we make a mistake tweezing, we try and chase our mistake to correct it. It is usually
best to fill in the hole you have made with some make up, put the tweezers down and step
away from the mirror.

What is the most memorable moment you have had while doing celebrity's brows?
The moment a celebrity calls me back. It is one thing to see a celebrity once, it's another to
have them call you again. I am always so humbled when people trust me with their brows
time and time again. I do remember walking away after my appointment with Naomi Watts
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and thinking " Wow..... So I just met Naomi Watts! Okay be cool Jazz, BE COOL!"

What is the most common question you get asked by professionals?
How do I keep my clients coming back? – I believe my clients come back because I take my
time, I listen, and I keep lines of communication open. These three components ensure I can
create the perfect shape for my clients, which, creates trust between the two of us and
people appreciate this.

What is the most important skill you hope attendees of your Master Class will walk
away with?
Learning to see beyond the brow in order to create the ideal brow shape. In my classes I aim
to teach how exactly the brow does frame the face. We so often say that it does, but I don't
know that we truly contemplate that phrase. I give as much information as I can to help give
students confidence in their approach to brow shaping.

Responsible for shaping the brows of celebrities such as Oscar nominee Naomi Watts and
Australian Aboriginal Model Samantha Harris, Jazz Pampling will be sharing her secrets on
creating the ideal Brow shape. Women around the world are discovering the importance of
maintaining great brows. Jazz will be discussing how we age, how face shape, bone
structure, muscle and brow shape work together. She will break the brow down into parts
and discuss how to shape the brow, and deal with difficult brows. Jazz's techniques for brow
shaping will help you to create great brows for your clients and keep them coming back for
more.

Jazz Pampling will be presenting her Master Class at 9.45am - 11.45am Saturday 4 July and
2.00pm - 4.00pm Sunday 5 July. Tickets cost $200 (inc gst) per person and spaces are
limited.

For more information or to register for NZ Beauty Expo and Jazz Pampling's Master Class
go to www.nzbeautyexpo.com.
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